
Swapping Tutorial 

GMB / GMBT / GLB Swapping Gateway Tutorial 

 

 

The GMBT Swapping Gateway offers a convenient and secure crypto-to-crypto swapping 

gateway to purchase GMBT tokens with BTC, ETH, or GMB, and swap GMBT back to 

GMB or GLB, the payment coin for GLMall services. 

 

1. Buy GMBT Tokens: 

 

GMBT can be purchased directly with BTC, ETH, or GMB tokens. 

 

Please follow these steps: 

 

Step 1: Visit the swapping gateway:  https://payment.glmall.shopping/ 

Step 2: Once you click on the site URL, the swapping gateway opens so you can buy GMBT 

directly with BTC, ETH, or GMB tokens. Attached screenshot for reference. 

 

 
 

 

 

Step 3: Provide details on the form, the GMBT amount you want to buy, and your e-mail 

address. 

There are three options to select as payment options BTC, ETH, and GMB 

The price of the GMBT always equals the actual cost of the GMB, and one GMBT always 

equals one GMB. 
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Your GMBT wallet address. In case you do not have a GMBT wallet yet, please use this link 

here to download: Insert link?? 

 

 
 

Note:There is a maximum and a minimum GMBT limit set in the swapping portal. If you 

enter a value that exceedsthis limit, the below popup will show. 
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Step 4: Once done and the robot test has been successfully performed, click on the 

"Continue" button to open the payment page with all information to execute the payment. 

Use the selected crypto and transfer to the given GMBT wallet address. 

  

Attention: Make sure to transfer the exact amount shown here, including all digits behind the 

comma!!  

 

 
 

 

Step 5: Once the payment is made, the system will redirect you to the payment confirmation 

page and send GMBT to your wallet. The system will send an e-mail confirmation with all 

order IDdetails to the selected e-mail address. 

If the transaction is still pending, you will also receivean e-mail stating this. 
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2. SWAP GMBT Tokens 

 

The swapping gateway offers a convenient and secure crypto-to-crypto solution for swapping 

back GMBT tokens to GMB (to further use or sell in the open crypto market) or GLB (the 

cryptocurrency for use to purchaseGLMall services at a 20% discount). The price of GLB is 

always in Euros and the conversion rate equals the actual GMB / GMBT price in Euros. 

Attention: GLB can only be used to pay for services onGLBrain / GLMall. There is no 

swapping back to GMBT! 

 

Please follow these steps: 

Step 1: Visit the swapping gateway:  https://payment.glmall.shopping/ 

Step 2: Once you click on the site URL, the swapping gateway opens and displaysa button 

called "Swap GMBT Tokens"next to the “Buy GMBT Tokens”, so you can swap GMBT 

directlybackto GMB,or forward to GLB. 

Attached screenshot for reference. 
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Step 3: Provide details on the form, the GMBT amount you want to swap, and your e-mail 

address. 

There are two swapping options to select from, back to GMB or GLB.  

The price of the GMBT always equals the actual cost of the GMB, and one GMBT always 

equals one GMB. The price of GLB is in Euros, and the conversion rate equals the actual 

GMB / GMBT price in Euros. 

Enter your GMB or GLB wallet address. In case you do not have a GLB wallet yet, please 

use this link here to download: .......................... 
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Note:There is a maximum and a minimum GMBT limit set in the swapping portal. If you 

enter a value that exceeds this limit, the below popup will show. 
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Step 4: Once done and the robot test has been successfully performed, click on the 

"Continue" button to open the payment page with all information to execute the payment. 

Use the selected crypto and transfer to the givenGMB or GLB wallet address. 

  

Attention: Make sure to transfer the exact amount shown here, including all digits behind the 

comma !!  

 

 
 

Step 5: Once the payment is made, the system will redirect to the payment confirmation page 

and send GMBT to your wallet. The system will send an e-mail confirmation with all order id 

details sent to the selected e-mail address. 

If the transaction is still pending, also an e-mail is sent. 
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For additional clarification, please get in touch with us at support@glmall.shopping 

 

 


